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‘Beyond Programming’ intends to work with
‘state-management’ and ‘internal programs’ of
the client’. 

To enable participants to change old behaviours
and patterns from the past so as to stop
suffering the world around and others beliefs.

 This session is designed to look at the many
hardened point of views the client has modeled
and installed during the growing up process.

In Just one session participants learn to reprogram & received old behavioral habits.
Many lives have been impacted by this course.
The only thing that is missing .......... is YOU.
Join us and become a successful trainer, and a Fulfilled individual.
Be the community that learns, practices and grows together.

ABOUT

https://youtu.be/sTlpl_IN-TA


Briefing about the content/topic of the day
Working with a client (demonstration of the tool)
Sharing of experience by a few participants
During the individual practice time (1 hour) each participant works with the partner and
then there would be a quick de-brief by designated Senior Master Practitioner.

      Each day (Session) will mostly go through :

METHODOLOGY 
 

SYLLABUS
Transforming linguistic representations {frame and

reframe}

State management - {Calibration and shift} 
Somatic syntax - {moving the spiral}
Sponsorship and Sacred Space - {Sensory

participation}

Role and Mission + Mission and Ambition {ego and

Soul} 

 Belief barrier - the bridge and model - {going
beyond  programming} 
Working with ‘impact event’ on the time Line
{befriending   the shadow and finding the soul}

Wisdom comes from ‘Multiple perspective'
Gratitude to the gift of life - {parental time
line}
How we organise data - {the human code} 

 



Organisation of data in Senses Modality psycho-geography.
Multiple perspective to a particular event & neutrality
Concept introduction to neurolinguistics. input channels and
organisation.
How we organise data in our senses, modality and psycho-geography.
Movement of information through time and space, to soften impact of
unwanted memories and events.
Multiple perspective to a particular event & neutrality, so that resources
can be tapped into. 

Walking the Goal through contextual characteristics of a model, to
be accessed either in reality or fantasy through syntactic language
patterns.
Installing new behaviours, understanding the dichotomy and
working with the positive intention.
Understanding the augmentation of our narratives, and how freeing
the 'victim' is a choice. 
freeing the past and looking into the future. 
Impact of language and access to the many cognitive universes.

Regression of timeline &The parental timeline
Identity matrix to discover the (I) & to Integrate the not (I)
Regression of the timeline, to bring in resources, heal various events, to
free unwanted emotions, and to claim the power back.
awareness of the space, somatic presence and chakras. a meditative tool. 
Going beyond the journal, people and events. Understanding gratitude
through the lens of experience. 
walking 'The parental timeline', to be grateful to the gift of life. 

Augmentation to goals through belief change & new belief installation.
Freeing the Neuro-muscular Locks and finding the way to walk the
spiral up, in events of CRASH.
Self concept and self esteem {working through the various 'POVs'
what prevents us from choosing 'more', how did we deicide to stay
small (or less) .
evaluating the inner imagery and working on the landscape so as to
make the inner world resourceful so that it could provide more choices
in the desired contexts. 

Day 2:

Day 1:
DAY SCHEDULE

Day 3:

Day 4:



 Program outcomes
Easily shift negative thought patterns, limiting beliefs and unwanted behaviours to desired states.
Will be able to check for disparity and clash in values, behaviours and roles, and thereby edit it as
per intention. 
Clear physical and emotional clutter for good.
Release the unconscious narratives that keep them from having what they truly want.
Improve state and physiology in matter of no time, to boost self confidence, raise self esteem and a
new concept of self. 

Beyond Programming EBook
16 hours of Classroom session
1Hour Exercise practice with the Master Practitioner (Moderators)
One month of buddy practice session
Certificate (Digital)

 
Participants will get

Certificate and credits are awarded only to those with full attendance to the online class and practice
sessions

CERTIFICATION



 

INSIGHTS

https://youtu.be/E5XPujakxfw
https://youtu.be/vbvi0hi6iL0


Anil is an internationally certified NLP Master
Practitioner and Gestalt Therapist.
He conducts the 'Global Certification Courses' based
on the Classic (original) Code, integrating the depth
alchemy of New code and the 3rd description. 
He has authored more than 10 books in the space of
Neurolinguistics, Mental Health and Gestalt Therapy. 
Even today, Anil practices therapy and conducts LAB
sessions with the Master Practitioners, in that way he
continues to contribute and learn simultaneously.
 Anil was introduced to NLP in 2007 by Fr.Dick and
further learnt NLP with John Grinder himself and
other co-developers such as Robert Dilts (USA) &
Judith (Judy) DeLozier (Russia)
He has been  blessed with opportunities to conduct
sessions nationally as well as internationally
throughout  Australia, Russia, Hong Kong, Thailand,
America, China etc.
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